
Prof. Supratik Mukhopadhyay, Chair of the session on Detectors and Societal Applications said “The
mini-review by Prof. Md. Naimuddin was excellent and covered various aspects of the physics and
application of GEM-based detectors, including the developments on different readouts. It was
extremely encouraging to note that major detector development with GEM detectors were being carried
out in India that finally carved out a space in one of the largest accelerator-based experiments on the
planet, CMS@LHC. It was also heartening to note that the Indian industry has been significantly
involved in the effort.”
Details: https://www.niser.ac.in/daehep2020/talkposter/Md_Naimuddin_845_780.pdf

https://www.niser.ac.in/daehep2020/talkposter/Md_Naimuddin_845_780.pdf


Prof. Sadhana Dash, Chair of the session on Relativistic Heavy-ion collisions and QCD said “In this
session dedicated to jet properties and means to quantify them in heavy ion and pp collisions, Dr.
Nirhar Ranjan Sahoo and Mr. Rathijit Biswas presented interesting results on Quark/Gluon jet
energy loss and Jet shapes, respectively.”
https://www.niser.ac.in/daehep2020/talkposter/Nihar_Sahoo__802_783.pdf
https://www.niser.ac.in/daehep2020/talkposter/Rathijit_Biswas_TLK_527_648.pdf
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Prof. Bhartendu K Singh, Chair of the session on Detectors and Societal Applications said “The mini-
review talk by Dr. Prakhar Garg was excellent and informative. It covered various aspects of Micro
pattern Gaseous Detectors. Particularly, one meter short RICH for high momentum particle
identification and Zig-Zag pad readout choice for upcoming sPHENIX TPC were interesting to learn."

Details: https://www.niser.ac.in/daehep2020/talkposter/Prakhar_Garg__700_784.pdf
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Prof. Anshuman Maharana, Chair of the session on Formal Theory said “Prof. Ashoke Sen gave a talk
which had a concise introduction to soft theorems. Classical soft theorems were discussed. Finally,
applications and connections to asymptotics were discussed."

Details: https://www.niser.ac.in/daehep2020/talkposter/Ashoke_Sen__806_777.pdf
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Prof. Tuhin Ghosh, Chair of the session on Cosmology and Particle Astrophysics said “ In this session
dedicated to cosmic microwave background (CMB) physics, new improved component separation
techniques, parity violation and statistical isotropy tests of CMB temperature and polarization anisotropies
and looking beyond the standard inflation paradigm. Prof. Rishi Khatri gave an excellent overview of CMB
physics and its spectral distortions. He mentioned about proposed CMB-Bharat (ISRO) mission and its
capabilities to probe fundamental physics”.
Slides: https://www.niser.ac.in/daehep2020/talkposter/Rishi_Khatri__799_788.pdf
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Prof Kirtiman Ghosh, Chair of the session on Standard Model and Beyond said: “In the session dedicated to the phenomenology of  Dark 
Matter (DM) models, one of the highlights was the talk by Avik Paul (Saha Inst.) on the possible production and detection of Gravitational 
Wave from the first-order phase transition of the early universe in the framework of nan Extended Inert Doublet DM Model. Arnab Roy (TIFR) 
has presented an interesting strategy to search for the light singlino DM at the LHC. The  direct production of singlino DM in the framework 
of Next-to-Minimal  Supersymmetric Standard Model (NMSSM) is suppressed. Arnab's strategy  relies on the indirect production of singlino DM 
from the decay of a  singlet Higgs boson.”

Slides: https://www.niser.ac.in/daehep2020/talkposter/AVIK_PAUL_TLK_384_196.pdf
and https://www.niser.ac.in/daehep2020/talkposter/Arnab_Roy_TLK_297_100.pdf
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